Serving and love – Values in ethical nursing leadership
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ABSTRACT

Background: The significance of ethical and serving nursing leadership is the greatest contributing factors to attain good and quality assured care for patients. Prioritizing an ethical attitude and value base within the different levels of healthcare organizations opens up for well-being among patients, nurses, and nurse leaders. Polarization and many restructurings have changed the value base of healthcare organizations and the nursing culture so that serving and ethical values have been deprioritised rather than reinforced. Objective: To deepen the understanding of serving and ethical nursing leadership and to examine how nurse leaders through their ethos can pave the way toward the evident – the good, the truthful and the beautiful serving in the context of nursing administrations.

Methodology: Qualitative, descriptive and hermeneutic approach with inductive elements. The material consists of deep interviews with six nurse leaders. The hermeneutic reading act and interpretation of the interview texts are inspired by Hans-Georg Gadamer’s philosophical thought.

Results: Ethical leadership that serves the guest of honour of the healthcare organization, the patient, and the caring culture are made visible in the context of nursing administration through “The good, the truthful and the beautiful” timeless movement directed toward health, healing and the meaning of life. Ethos gives to nursing leadership a value base and fundamental attitude, and is linked to the responsibility of nursing administrations, dignity and holiness.

Implications for nursing management: Ethical and serving nurse leaders are attractive and legitimate role models for today’s nursing administrations. Nurse leaders’ direct influence, ethos and serving are factors that are closely connected with the ethical climate of the healthcare organization.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The discussion of ethical values in healthcare organizations has been an area of great interest in recent decades and it looks like the debate will continue. Scholars from different disciplines and professionals in healthcare organizations alike have contributed to it.\textsuperscript{[1–4]} Nurse leaders experience disharmony and tensions in healthcare organizations when forced to choose between, on the one hand, the ethical, the good, the truthful and the beautiful caring and, on the other, the multifaceted demands from process in nursing administrations. The values of healthcare organizations are seen as the point of departure for work in nursing administrations, but in this field of tension soft and hard values are pitted against each other and there is a concern for individuals. This concern includes a sense of being and losing one’s ethical identity as the value base of healthcare organizations are viewed as unstable because of inhuman challenges and changes.\textsuperscript{[2,5,6]}

Nursing leadership as a dichotomous concept carries the
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components nursing and leadership. Nursing and caring refer to the alleviation of suffering, the healing dynamics of health and the recognition of the human being. In this way, caring is seen as a healing process, a profound motive and mission in a leadership toward unity and holiness. Nursing administrations have on a micro level developed from nursing and refer to the core, task and driving force of caring. The concepts ministration, minister and ministro derive from Latin and refer to serving.\(^7\) The task and missio of nursing administrations are serving and developing and enabling knowledge that contributes to the creation of evidence-based caring. Their task should point towards the value base and plans of healthcare organizations. Nursing administrations are also seen as a bridge to management science and are created and change through the emergence of social influences and their new shapes.\(^8\)

Antiquity has paved the way for ethical thinking. Plato’s philosophy in particular opened for the classic, logical thinking that unites “The truthful, the good and the beautiful”.\(^9\) The place of truth is found in a value judgement which in the present study is connected with the ethos of caring science and nursing leadership and with caring ethics that is based on moral, love and mercy.\(^10–12\) The theoretical perspective of this study is based on Eriksson’s humanistic and autonomous caring science tradition and includes the ontological evidence of the truthful, the beautiful and the good which refers to what is meaning-bearing and lasting in caring.\(^13\) This basis for this evidence originates in the innermost and original core of caring, service. Based on the caring science perspective, the evidence in nursing leadership and nursing administration reflects a hierarchy of values, an ethos.\(^5,14,15\) This means that the highest possible is truth and that the caring science ontological evidence is the criterium of truth. What is ethical in nursing leadership, rooted in serving, ethos and love, is evident knowledge and therefore possible to attain partly through caring science studies and partly through the ontology of caring science.

According to caring science thought, ethos and ethics belong together and become one through knowledge-moulding cultivation. Ethos sets the course in the evidence.\(^11,14\) Ethos is realized in the nurse leaders’ innermost being and is recognized through a real and evident way of action in a living caring culture and nursing administration communion. Ethos is expressed in the ethics of caring, inner harmony and willingness in what is and what in serving, nursing leadership and nursing administration opens up for truth.\(^5\) Ethics affirms the human being’s dignity and is given to the individual through his or her existence. It cannot be taken from or restricted.\(^16,17\) In caring ethics emerges an aestheticizing feature of feeling – a moral and aesthetic pleasure in respect for the unique human being’s dignity. The ethics of caring is the principal archetype for ethical good that manifests in nursing leadership through genuine desire, nursing administrative responsibility, dignity and holiness.\(^5,10,17,18\)

The primary substance of interhuman love realizes the good, the truthful and the beautiful in the innermost core of caring as an ethical act. The ethical content of the highest commandment in the golden rule from the 17th century and the Bible: You shall love your neighbour as yourself. The golden rule describes the true meaning of nursing leadership and expresses the normative duty of what the nurse leader should do and virtues of how they can realize their moral and ethical serving in nursing administrations.\(^18\) The highest commandment in itself carries the natural and unbound harmonious spirit of humanity. The real, truthful, beautiful and unconditional love has no boundaries or asks who the neighbour or fellow being is but motivates for and calls to the acts of love of the mind, hands and heart that is at the core of compassion.

The aim of this qualitative study is to deepen the understanding of ethical values in nursing leadership and describe how nurse leaders through their ethos can pave the way toward the evident – the good, the truthful and the beautiful in the context of nursing administrations. The study seeks to answer the following thematic research questions: What is serving and love in nursing leadership? How can nurse leaders’ ethical value base, ethos, support nurses in a context of nursing administrations? How can nurse leaders’ ethos be shown in nursing administrations through the classic and logical thinking: “The truthful, the good and the beautiful”?

**Previous research**

Previous studies describe what is ethical and serving in nursing leadership and that which is constructed by parts and hermeneutic wholes. Each part contributes to shaping ethics and manifests through the social face of healthcare organizations.

According to Detert et al.\(^19\) and Hannah et al.\(^20\) the ideal of the ethical nurse leader is tied to the human being’s dignity and morals. Honesty, reliability, justice and altruistic actions for the good of one’s fellow being are central principles both in professional posts and the private individual in society. Ethical nurse leaders are interested in ethical values: they are role models and a face for healthcare organizations. They discuss ethical issues, clarify the ethical values and norms of the healthcare organizations and follow up on moral issues and normative actions.\(^21,22\)

Cara, Nyberg and Brousseau\(^23\) and Bjarnason and Lasala\(^24\) explain that changes and restructurings where decisions must be made quickly and on a broad front change the culture.
and spirit of healthcare organizations. The goal of saving money and increasing effectiveness results in ethical sufferings. Although it is possible to prove the noticeable effects of an ethical nursing leadership, it receives only scant attention.[25] Van Dierendonck & Nuijten[26] explain that healthcare organizations need more ethical nurse leaders who are interested in the human being and human-centred management instead of bureaucratic administrations. Nurse leaders should be inspired by an ethical and serving nursing leadership. Honkavuo[5] opens up for the ethos and ethics of serving in nursing leadership that can be especially important for today’s healthcare organizations when serving their guest of honour – the patient and the patient’s cause – and ethical thinking is diminished by the powers of market economy, productivity and business thinking. Patterson[27] introduces a theoretical model of serving nursing leadership. This model has potential for future nursing leadership because serving is an ideal and an important key element for nursing leadership. Rushton et al.[28] proposes a paradigm with ethics as a standard for nursing as an antidote to current ways of managing care in healthcare organizations. According to Mannix et al.[29] it is time to open for aesthetic nurse leadership which is based on good and moral standing and serving in clinical nursing practice.

Nursing leadership is a process with a clear goal. During this process serving nurse leaders strive to influence those they lead to be able to steer their work in a more ethical direction.[30, 31] Nurse leaders’ desire to act as good nurse leaders is tied to leadership style. There is a correlation between nurse leaders’ presenting good and ethical nursing leadership and nurses’ overall feeling of content or discontent as regards their workplace.[32] Ethical nursing leadership was implemented in praxis after a specific program emphasizing the caring tradition and serving was developed. The results showed a change in the nurse leaders’ thinking and leadership style toward the ethical, which resulted in positive effects for the nurses.[33, 34] Legitimate, reliable and strong personalities are a pre-condition for ethical nursing leadership. Nurse leaders can invite nurses to solidarity and trust, and thereby nurses can better identify as a part of the healthcare organization. This invitation also includes support for an ethical caring culture and equal communication.[35] Responsibility in nursing leadership is a cornerstone. According to De Hoogh & Den Hartog,[30] responsibility is connected with morals, justice and delegation of power. To attain the beneficial effects of the ethical in nursing leadership several features in nurse leaders can be distinguished: moral behaviour, a sense of inner duty, the ability to assess oneself, serving the nurses and awareness of the effects of one’s actions.

The majority of earlier studies that focus on nursing leadership call attention to pragmatic issues: nurse leaders’ attitudes and treatment. These emphasize ethical nursing leadership and leadership in nursing administrations while less attention is given to the art of nursing leadership. Nurse leaders’ central position, conscious value base and ethos are highlighted especially when healthcare organizations experience pressures to change. Healthcare organizations have a different responsibility from other types of companies or industries: it is the responsibility towards society. The task of healthcare organizations is to represent society. This means that they have an ethical and moral responsibility to enable the development of nursing administrations and nursing leadership, which spurs practical acts of serving and legitimation. The future nurse leaders are called upon to face new challenges every day. For future research it would be interesting to publish papers that discuss good ethical or less good ethical behaviour as well as the challenges nurse leaders have to face daily. It is important that the debate on nurse leadership and management ethics continues and that as many contributors as possible are made to the construction of successful and valuable healthcare organizations for the whole society.

2. METHODOLOGY

The methodology of this study is rooted in caring science and Hans-Georg Gadamer’s philosophical hermeneutics. Gadamer suggests that when the human being seeks new knowledge and new understanding the new understanding includes a truthful and heuristic value.[36] The methodology is descriptive and explorative and comprises inductive elements based on the empiricism of the study from six nurse leaders. In the present study hermeneutics opens the way to the essence of serving and what is ethical in the depth of nursing leadership through the corresponding principles of the dialogue that aims at enabling a more profound level of experience in the human being.

The hermeneutic reading act has controlled the interpretation of the text and its content. The Gadamerian hermeneutic interpretation was circular in nature and was based on the research questions and aim of this study. A first reading was carried out for the purpose of having an initial understanding of the whole and the separate texts. The following reading sought new understanding to uncover a greater and deeper whole. The texts were read a number of times to further increase the understanding of the object of study (see Figure 1). A lingering reading of parts and whole sought answers through interpretation in the following semi-structured research questions:

- What is ethical nursing leadership?
- How does the ethical movement manifest in the nurse leaders?
leader’s serving in nursing administrations?

- How can nurse leaders protect serving and the ethical value base in healthcare organizations?

In the closing, meaning-bearing cardinal themes resulted from the interpretation. In accordance with Gadamer,\cite{Gadamer1960} it was possible to attain a horizon of understanding for a serving and ethical nursing leadership and describe how nurse leaders can safeguard the good, the truthful, and the beautiful in the meaning context of nursing administrations.

**Figure 1.** The movement in the Gadamerian hermeneutic circle is infinite and has no beginning or end. It describes the whole-part interpretations of understanding in the context of nursing leadership in nursing administration. Three cardinal themes have given form through hermeneutical interpretations from six nurse leaders’ narratives.

### 2.1 Data collection and participants

The material of this study consists of texts from conversational deep interviews with six Norwegian nurse leaders from a strategically chosen university hospital. The information about the study was conveyed to the participants through the leading nurse of the hospital. The participants were women between the ages of 38 and 61. They were all trained nurses and had knowledge about caring science. Their work was combined with nursing administrational tasks and clinical nursing, and they all worked full-time. Work experience as a nurse leader varied between 2 and 23 years. The information about the conversational deep interview was conveyed both orally and in writing beforehand. All of the participants signed a form of consent with information about voluntariness, confidentiality and the right to discontinue their participation at any time. The deep interviews began by obtaining demographic data: the participants’ age, education and work experience. The semi-structured questions guided the open dialogue of the conversations and the participants showed the way forward with the answers. The researcher initially articulated her pre-understanding, interest and motive for the choice of research area, which had the function of a door opener for the deep interviews. According to Kvale & Brinkmann,\cite{Kvale2015} an open listening, respect and understanding are required from the researcher. In qualitative, conversational and hermeneutic interviews the researcher is invited and may enter the world of the participant. In a lingering wonder it is possible for the researcher to describe the conversation by listening to what is told and what is untold. The interview situation felt sincere and the participants could express themselves with openness and free reasoning. The interviews were taped for transcription and the hermeneutic interpretation. The collected material consists of 59 pages of text.

### 2.2 Ethical considerations

General laws of research ethics, instructions, principles, rules and norms are taken into consideration according to the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki.\cite{WMADeclaration2013}
the Northern Nurses’ Federation,[39] the International Council of Nurses[40] and the Norwegian social science data services.[41] In accordance with these ethical guidelines carefulness, meticulousness and honesty were observed during all phases of the study. An ethical attitude, openness and responsibility, protection of and respect for the material and the dignity of the human being have been considered. Ethical consideration is directed towards the participants, their narratives and anonymity.

3. Results
The results are based on the aim of this study, semi-structured questions, narratives from six nurse leaders and hermeneutic interpretation. The results relate to the caring science theoretical perspective of the study and to previous research. Three themes were interpreted from the narratives:

1. Ethos as the cornerstone of serving and ethical nursing leadership;
2. Love as providing the ethical movement in the meaning context of nursing administrations;
3. The ethical value base in the serving of healthcare organizations and nursing administrations.

3.1 Ethos as the cornerstone of serving and ethical nursing leadership
Serving is the point of departure for the ethos and nursing administration of nursing leadership. Nurse leaders serve and are active in the service of the nursing administration. The good, truthful and beautiful – the idea of serving and ethical leadership is expressed as authoritative, accepting, developing, true and humble. Ethos is the cornerstone upon which ethical nursing leadership and nursing administration rest. It is dynamic and under continuous movement and growth.

The ethical in nursing leadership is a form of indicator of good results. After all, we are here to achieve good results when it comes to serving patients and their illnesses. As a nurse leader I lead the way for the nurses as a role model. Each individual is valuable... they should be provided with the support they need.

The desire and willingness to serve involves ethical acts of love and compassion with the intention of promoting health and alleviating suffering as a defence for the dignity of the human being. The emotionally charged cardinal virtues are conveyed in nursing leadership through holy willingness, courage and knowledge through faith, hope and all-inclusive unselfish love in the pure actions of charity.

One has to want to and enjoy leading... be able to handle it and actually believe in it... Ethical nursing leadership and value thinking is something that I want to develop further in my work. Then my nursing leadership becomes a strength for me and the nurses.

The principle of responsibility represents the core in what is ethical. Through their ethos and position, nurse leaders influence people in healthcare organizations. Nurse leaders’ responsibility in nursing administrations and the mandate to introduce ethical values to healthcare organizations is integrated into the work task. Nursing administrative responsibility in nursing leadership contains the attributes of serving. It is a natural part of nurse leaders’ ontology and a condition for love.

To think in an ethical way... This is when nurse leaders implement the core ethical values in their work... that which controls our lives here in the unit. The ethical means responsibility. I have an ethical responsibility to bring the ethical value base of the hospital here to us... and then one also has to see the nurse as a responsible co-worker... everyone needs to be involved in a joint responsibility and tasks... it develops ethical thinking in all of us...

Healthcare organizations thrive from the trust and faith expressed by employees and patients. The Platonic virtue is a genuine truth in the meaning context of healthcare organizations. Virtues are emphasized as the different forms of expression of love and are shown through ethos, serving and the ethical values of healthcare organizations. They are understood to constitute a primary substance that is realized through the good, the truthful and the beautiful in the inner core of caring as an ethical act.

3.2 Love as providing the ethical movement in the meaning context of nursing administrations
Nurse leaders represent the moral authority of healthcare organizations. This authority is ethical and serving within the context of nursing administrations. It is based on the motive of love and compassion and manifests through serving.

In my work I try to do right or in a way that authority is maintained.

Communion and mutual discussions unite nurse leaders and nurses. To draw attention to and recognize that the fellow human being is unique, contributes to the creation of trust and leads to the nurse leader’s being able to feel vitality. Engagement, faith and respect and the unconditional desire to serve originate in trust and the nurse leader’s ethos.
It is primarily the nurse leader who creates the culture and communion in the unit. Simultaneously the ethical and moral actions are brought in.

The caring culture in healthcare organizations offers human beings legitimacy, identity and a sense of communion and belonging. It can be described as a form of communion-bearing collective capital. The motive of love and compassion sets the course for the caring communion based on the ethics of caring, and the ethos of nursing leadership reflects and is rooted in the fundamental driving force and essence of the caring culture. It is possible to draw a parallel between the caring communion and the nurse leaders’ deepest and innermost space, where they can openly encounter themselves and their fellow beings in a spirit of a serving communion.

The practice of nursing leadership requires a continuous discussion about what is ethical, the different values connected to ethics... Communication with fellow human beings... As a nurse leader I have to remind myself of the core and be patient... especially if we discuss ethical issues the solution may appear gradually, not the same day. It requires several discussions. Ethical issues are demanding and take time!

Ethical awareness can be the secret to long-term nursing leader posts. It is important for nurse leaders to remind themselves of, to pause and return to their own nursing leadership philosophy and their own ethical, deep values. Ethical awareness is also a clear indicator for nurse leaders’ understanding of and compassion for themselves and their own health.

3.3 The ethical value base in the serving of healthcare organizations and nursing administrations

The roots of dignity are found in the absolute universal dimension that carry the fundamental values of responsibility, duty, freedom, autonomy and serving. Dignity is the primary value of nursing leadership and a central concept for the ethical nursing administration. Dignity comprises the human being’s relation to self and others. Recognition occurs through respect, expression, word, attitude, action and treatment. In dignity complete human value, holiness, human office and calling exist. The highest good, truth and beauty are practical and principled. The practical serving of nursing administrations is visible, conscious, principled, just and reflected in ethos and the ethical core values represented by the healthcare organization.

Factors that affect nursing leadership are how I think, what I am and how dedicated I am to the task. Of course, professional skills have an impact. Probably the most important thing is what kind of relationship I have with the nurses, how I communicate with them and how I show them respect. I firmly believe that the more you respect each other, the more respect you get in return.

The task of nursing administrations is to serve, develop and enable knowledge that contributes to the creation of evidence-based caring. The task is also to aim for the value base and the plans of operations of the healthcare organizations.

To serve is to transform the plan of operations of the healthcare organization so that it works. We receive instructions on how to implement different things and my task is to further manage them. There are ethical rules for how to act. Ethics is something we discuss in different fora.

An ethical and holistic thinking in nursing leadership is central. Nurse leaders have the ability to see the whole and its parts and act based on this. Nurse leaders lead nurses toward common goals set up by the healthcare organization for the meaning context of caring.

4. DISCUSSION

The present study asks how nurse leaders through their ethos can pave the way for what is evident, good, truthful and beautiful serving in the context of nursing administrations. The results can increase kept knowledge and deepen the understanding of serving and ethical leadership in nursing administrations.

Serving as a concept has been relatively invisible and has received only scant attention in caring science publications even though it is one of the core concepts of caring science, nursing administrations and caring. Serving refers to the meaning context of caring where nursing leadership is seen as an ethical act. Serving is the essence of love and compassion because these express the human being’s dignity and holiness. Serving thus constitutes a foundation for invitation. Compassion offers structure and frames for ethical caring that is based on love and mercy. Serving has a multidimensional nature and can be linked to the experiences of desire, joy and mourning. The opposite and tension of serving can be understood as egoism (see Figure 2).
The ethical discussion about values within healthcare organizations has opened for the primary task—serving and alleviating the patient’s suffering. Healthcare organizations are the cornerstones and representatives of society with a significant practical value. They are social units composed of co-active positions. There is a tension in society that asks that the ethical core and moral motive to serve should remain in healthcare organizations. The ethical value base of healthcare organizations and highlighting the responsibility of nursing administrations to protect the dignity of and alleviating fellow beings’ suffering is the common good in the meaning content of caring. A healthcare organization culture based on the serving of nursing administrations and the ethos of nursing leadership promotes a natural and open dialogue between theory and practice. The open dialogue invites belonging and communion. Communion realizes the creation of knowledge. The basic motive of the communion leads to a natural responsibility for one’s fellow being where one desires to serve and care for the other.

Serving and ethical nursing leadership are based on the notion that serving is the core and profound driving force in nursing administrations. The common basic note of serving in nursing administrations and ethics is possible to find in the human being in all times and in all contexts. It exists in the depths of the human perception and cannot originate in reason. Serving aims high, has deep roots in caring love and compassion, in the belief in human dignity and respect for the relation and the communion. Its evident good movement is directed towards health and healing. The truthful serving is expressed through the eternal original force and calling of love and compassion, through faith and hope. The last two are reflected through the art of love. Hope brings presence to our time and future possibilities, faith can preserve love.

In the context of nursing administrations, it is complicated to allocate love in a logical and exhaustive way. It is simultaneously equivocal and dubious. Love is the key to compassion and understanding the human being and also the understanding of the nurse leaders themselves. In the context of nursing administrations, the concept of love has a value difference which means neutrality and emphasizes the nurse leader’s potential. This potential may be visible or invisible in acts in nursing administrations and should be based on ethical motives of caring.
Ethics begins in the nurse leader’s innermost being. The point of departure in an ethics that is rooted in ethos offers a stability that invites a deeper understanding.\textsuperscript{11,29} Nursing administrations in which the foundation is service, ethics and ethos, are harmonious, effective, learning and promote well-being on different levels of healthcare organization. Eriksson\textsuperscript{10} indicates that there are no right answers to ethical problems. There are no absolute truths that can be applied in different difficult ethical situations. A healthcare organization serves patients and every patient and every situation are unique narratives that require ethical standpoints. Nurse leaders’ task is to guide nurses toward common goals together with the patient and the patient’s next of kin.

Ethos is undoubtedly a fundamental value for human and professional action and must inspire responsible behaviour on the part of nurse leaders who administer health care at all levels, particularly as it pertains to those in direct contact with patients. The positive ethical climate within healthcare organizations need to trigger a virtuous circle in which all those involved feel equally involved, on equal footing, and feel equally vested in serving the patients. It is necessary that nurse leaders and nursing administrations feel that they are all part of the same mission: this sense of belonging to the health care organization should also bring the organizational hierarchies closer, leading to a greater dialogue. The choice to behave in an ethical manner is a daily expression of the will for each and every individual in a health care organization. Since this is a continuous challenge for individuals, it is even more crucial to adhere to ethical values and to build an organization that will further foster these values.

The study shows that a serving and ethical nursing leadership is represented as a compassionate nursing leadership and consists of a rootedness in love and ethos. Within a context of nursing administration, this is applied through caring science cultivation and a caring attitude in nursing leadership, which presupposes ethical competence and kept knowledge. This rootedness leads us to what in nursing leadership is good, truthful and beautiful.

New questions and new evidence-based caring science research emphasize future visions and possibilities for ethical nursing leadership and nursing administrations. These challenges are related to an increased understanding and a discovery of human beings and the changing world, the promotion of health, healing and the alleviation of suffering. For future research it will also be important to support serving and ethical leadership studies through qualitative approach in a variety of settings. Interviews with other health care professionals and listening to leaders who express different or conflicting opinions should always be maintained. In a multicultural society, it is necessary that ethical thinking is not only linked to values of religious origin that belong to a single religion, but rather to create a more inclusive system that would universally apply those who come from different cultural backgrounds.
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